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The web revolution has exposed hundreds of millions of people to the experiences of search and
taxonomy browsing, and has reshaped their expectations of the knowledge retrieval experience
outside the web, in their workplaces. But study after study shows that at the enterprise level,
these expectations are not met. Knowledge management in the enterprise setting and even
simply document search are universally perceived as disappointing.

Why is that so? The search technology per se has made enormous strides: web search engines
return excellent results on one word queries on a 15 TB corpus even though not so long ago this
would have been labeled impossible in principle, not as a matter of computational cost.

On the other hand, a number of techniques from Natural Language Processing (NLP) such as
statistical text analysis, computational linguistics, speech recognition, machine learning, and
taxonomy generation and classification, have been combined with classic search methods and
have shown significant benefit. As a result, there is growing confidence that many may move
from the status of cutting edge research to commercial application in the near term. For example,
the augmentation of standard search query methods with lexical information, such as thesauri,
has been shown to improve precision by approximately 50% for short queries. (Mandala et al,
categorization and classification became more accurate than human processing in the late 1990’s
and is now considered as an essential means of organizing large corpora for knowledge
management systems. Automated summarization of documents based upon information
extraction techniques has been demonstrated to improve search efficiency by supporting more
focused examination of retrieved documents. Finally, statistical machine translation, while still
far below the capabilities of skilled human translators, may be good enough to support cross-
lingual information retrieval on the Web or across enterprise document collections. Given these
results, there is growing confidence that many of these technologies may move from the status of
cutting edge research to commercial application in the near term. Although, at this point in time,
some of these technologies, their computational demand might be too high for application to “the
entire web”, this should be less of a problem in the enterprise where the corpora are usually
much smaller.

So it seems that search and knowledge management in the enterprise should be easier than on the
web. The demand is there. The technologies are there. What is the missing part? Where is the
problem? The answer lies in part in the essential differences between the public Web and the
internal environment of the Enterprise. For example, one factor is that although enterprise
corpora are smaller, they lack the highly hyperlinked nature of the web and thus some of the
most successful techniques for the web based on link analysis do not apply in the enterprise. This
results in lower relevancy of retrieved documents. Another factor is that in the enterprise there
are additional security, reliability, and performance issues that complicate the problem. But the
most important factor is independent of the public Web versus the enterprise, and rests with a fundamental character of the technologies. The advanced technologies described above, for the most part, simply do not work together. Typically, each one of these technologies has a completely different view of the world, represents the underlying documents in different ways, and is concerned with performance in different areas. This situation arises in part from their developers being “algorithmic centric”. The computational requirements of these technologies are so great, that their developers tended to engage in “programming–in–the–small”. That is to say, that they built highly integrated, optimized, and hence closed and rigid, narrow applications of their core competency. To build an end systems to be used by consumers of information, not by programmers, such narrow applications are usually piled on top of each other. If there is any cooperation at all, then it takes the form of one narrow application that consumes documents, performs its magic on their contents, and produces new documents as output. That output is then be consumed by another narrow application which starts by repeating much of the text parsing, tokenization, and so on, to convert the data to its representation. And so on, cascading inefficiency on inefficiency.

There is an alternative to the traditional process described above, which capitalizes on the computational power of distributed systems. We propose as a “grand challenge” building the means to enable these technologies to synergize and thus solve the enterprise KM and search challenge. We submit that the missing part is an architecture that enables the integration of the technologies described above with search and retrieval. Such an architecture would not only enable dramatic new capability in the enterprise, it will also provide an infrastructure which will accelerate progress in the individual technologies. As the individual technologies mature, today’s computational barriers may yield to the point where widespread application to the external Web may be practical. This will accelerate the ability to create a truly Semantic Web. We envision the following key elements of this architecture:

- A set of Frameworks which allow Annotators (the key NLP components which perform the individual functions) to interoperate in a computationally efficient manner.
- A set of Web Services which allow these Frameworks or individual Annotators to communicate amongst each other and with the Search and Store systems.
- A plurality of highly scalable Search engines which are customized to the data types being operated upon (text, image, audio, video, parametric data) and interoperate dynamically with the Annotators to index new semantic classes.
- A highly efficient Store which supports persistent storage of both retrieved documents and the results of Annotator’s analysis.
- An abstract data structure which serves as a representation of common annotation labels and is the basis for a Common annotation System.
- An Ontology Management System, which would support the use of domain knowledge in to the Search and NLP functions, reducing ambiguity, and hence improving precision and relevance.

To architect such a system will require establishing a new set of metrics for evaluating performance as well as agreement on new standards for ontological, linguistic, and system components. To build such a system will require a new class of middleware both open and
flexible to change that can come from any many sources. The installation and maintenance of such a system will present new challenges given the potential size and federated nature of its data sources and the size and distributed nature of its processing structure. The operating performance both in terms of throughput and reliability and availability present new challenges when one considers that these systems will become the corporate KM resource for major enterprises. Finally from a research point of view, this system might enable for the first time the direct comparison of various methods (for instance, statistical versus grammarian approaches) in a precisely identical environment.

Returning to the web context, it is worth noting that efforts related to the “semantic web” are predicated on the existence of a large number of annotated documents. How will these documents be produced? We postulate that the semantic web will really take off only if the human effort to create annotated documents will be at most slightly higher than the effort to create plain old html and the benefit to have such documents will far outweigh the costs. This is a chicken-and-egg problem: there is little annotated material on the web (in fact there is not much XML altogether), hence no large scale search engine takes advantage of semantic annotations, hence there is little incentive to put them in. Here is how we can break the cycle: The plug and play architecture that we are proposing will stimulate the production of annotators and the adoption of standards. Thus people will have the tools to produce annotated documents mostly automatically. On the other hand, the progress made by search engines in using these annotations will transfer to large scale web search engines. So we will have a fairly large collection of automatically annotated documents, and the technology to take advantage of them. This will start the snowball.

Thus we are going full circle: the unstructured search paradigm on the web represents an unusual example of a technology that exploded in the consumer sphere before being adopted in the enterprise. We believe that the combination of semantic and linguistic annotations with unstructured search will follow the more conventional path of first being developed in the enterprise sphere before becoming pervasive in the consumer world. The challenge is to make it happen.
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